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“Phase	Equilibria	inMaterials”
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* Three-Phase Equilibrium : Eutectic Reactions

a) Structural Factor: Hume-Rothery Rules

b) The eutectic reaction

c) Limiting forms of eutectic phase diagrams

d) Retrogade solidus curves

CHAPTER 4 
Binary Phase Diagrams
Three-Phase Equilibrium Involving Limited Solubility of the Components 
in the Solid State but Complete Solubility in the Liquid State

complete solid solution limited solid solution

Empirical rules for substitutional solid-solution 

Similar atomic radii, the same valency and crystal structure

Contents for previous class
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- Binary phase diagrams

1) Simple Phase Diagrams

3)  Simple Eutectic Systems

* Pressure-Temperature-Composition 
phase diagram for a system with 
continuous series of solutions

Contents for previous class
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By plotting a series of the free energy-composition curves at different
temperatures we established the manner in which the phase
compositions changes with temperature. In other words, we
determined the phase limits or phase boundaries as a function of
temperature. A phase diagram is nothing more than a presentation of
data on the position of phase boundaries as a function of temperature.
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different crystal structuresame crystal structure
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4.2.3. Limiting forms of eutectic phase diagram
1) Complete immiscibility of two metals does not exist.

: The solubility of one metal in another may be so low (e.g. Cu in Ge <10-7 at%.)
that it is difficult to detect experimentally, but there will always be a measure of solubility.
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4.2.5. 2) Retrograde solidus curves

dX/dT=0 at a temperature T,
where TE< T < TA

Intensive Homework 2: Understanding of retrograde solidus curves 
from a thermodynamic standpoint

: A maximum solubility of the solute at a temperature between the melting point of the    
solvent and an invariant reaction isothermal

Solidus curve in the systems with low solubility 
Ex) semiconductor research using Ge and Si as solvent metals 

A high value of ΔHB
S (or a 

large difference in the melting 
points of the components) is 
associate with a significant 
difference in atomic radii 
for A and B, which can lead 
to a large strain energy 
contribution to the heat of 
solutions.
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3) ϴ between solidus and solubility curves must be less than 180°.
This is a general rule applicable to all curves which meet at an invariant reaction horizontal 
in a binary diagram, whether they be eutectic, peritectics, eutectoid, etc., horizontals.

4.2.5. Disposition of phase boundaries at the eutectic horizontal

ϴ
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Contents for today’s class

- Gibbs Phase Rule

- Eutectoid reaction

- Peritectic reaction

Formation of intermediate phases by peritectic reaction

Non-stoichiometeric compounds

- Congruent transformations

CHAPTER 4 
Binary Phase Diagrams
Three-Phase Equilibrium Involving Limited Solubility of the Components 
in the Solid State but Complete Solubility in the Liquid State

4.3. Three-Phase Equilibrium : Peritectic Reactions
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The Gibbs Phase Rule: quantitative data

In chemistry, Gibbs' phase rule describes the possible number of
degrees of freedom (F) in a closed system at equilibrium, in terms of
the number of separate phases (P) and the number of chemical
components (C) in the system. It was deduced from thermodynamic
principles by Josiah Willard Gibbs in the 1870s.

In general, Gibbs' rule then follows, as:

F = C − P + 2 (from T, P).
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Equilibria in alloy systems: Phase Rule & Free E-composition curves



For a binary system the equilibria possible are summarized below.

According to the condensed Phase Rule,  f = c – p + 1

p = c - 1
p = c
p = c + 1

Invariant reactions which have been observed in binary diagrams are listed below,
together with the nomenclature given to such reactions.

Invariant reactions involving liquid phases have a name ending in –tectic  whilst 
those occurring completely in the solid state end in –tectoid.
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Eutectoid reaction
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Peritectic reaction      
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Peritectic reaction
0 l

mixmix HH 

Considerable difference between the melting points

Eutectic reaction
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Eutectic: L→α+β Peritectic: L+α → β
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Peritectic reaction
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Peritectic reaction
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Peritectic solidification

Fe C
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Peritectic solidification
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Peritectic solidification
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Peritectic Alloy System



4.3.4. Formation of intermediate phases by peritectic reaction

β: different crystal structure with those of the component
older literature_ intermediate phases ~regarded as a chemical compounds
Thus, called intermetallic compounds  but, cannot expect from valency
considerations & not fixed composition (different with chemical compounds)
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e.g. In the Hf-W system, 
the formation of an intermediate phase, HfW2 by peritectic reaction
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1) Relative atomic size

- Laves phase (size difference: 1.1~1.6 ex: MgCu2)
fill space most efficiently ~ stable

- Interstitial compound: MX, M2X, MX2, M6X

2) Relative valency electron 
- electron phases ex_α & β brass

# of valency electrons per unit cell  
→ depending on compositional change

3) Electronegativity
- very different electronegativites → ionic bond_normal valency compounds
ex Mg2Sn

Intermediate Phase_”different crystal structure as either of the pure component”

MgCu2 (A	Laves	phase)

3 main factors 
determining the structure of Intermediate phase ?

1.3 Binary Solutions

M= Cubic or HCP ex: Zr, Ti, V, Cr, etc, X= H, B, C, and N
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* Intermediate phases

(1) Normal valency compounds (partly-ionic compounds) ~ obey the valency rules

e.g. Mg2Si, Mg2Sn, Mg2Pb and Mg3Sb2/ 
much common in ionic compounds such as NaCl and CaF2 

(2) Size-factor compounds ~ relatively large size differences of the constituent atoms

e.g. a) Laves phases, which are intermediate phases based on the formula AB2,
where atom A has the larger atomic diameter.
b) Interstitial compounds: metal carbides, nitrides and borides

(3) Electron compounds ~ similar electrochemical properties and a favorable size-factor 
occurs at one of three valency electron-to –atom ratios.

e.g. a) 3:2 electron compounds  CuZn, Cu3Ga, and Cu5Sn
different %Cu, same electron concentration and similar crystal structure (BCC)

b) 21:13 electron compounds γ brass (complex cubic lattice with 52 atoms per unit cell)

c) 7:4 electron compounds close-packed hexagonal structure similar to ε brass
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4.3.4. Formation of intermediate phases by peritectic reaction

peritectic reaction

eutectic reaction
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4.3.4. Formation of intermediate phases by peritectic reaction
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4.3.4. Formation of intermediate phases by peritectic reaction

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Five successive 
peritectic reaction
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(2)

1) Peritectic point virtually coincides with the liquid composition.
But, thermodynamically, points P and b is not possible to coincide.
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Peritectic point and the liquid composition are so close to each other that 
the experimental techniques used were not able to distinguish them. 
More refined methods would be expected to produce evidence of a 
compositional difference these two points.

Temp. maximum or minimum must be present.
(next page)
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The condition for a liquid and a solid phase to have identical compositions is 
that a temperature maximum or minimum must be present.
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(1)

2) Decreasing solubility of Zn in Cu with rise in temperature
in contrast to the normal decrease in solubility with fall in temperature

Due to an equilibrium with a disordered intermediate phase
(e.g. the β phase above 454 ℃, Fig. 71)

This has been explained as being due to a greater relative movement of 
the free energy curve of the intermediate phase compared with the α
solid solution with rise in temperature.
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4.3.5. Non-stoichiometeric compounds 
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4.3.5. Non-stoichiometeric compounds 
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θ phase in the Cu-Al system is usually denoted as CuAl2 although
the composition XCu=1/3, XAl=2/3 is not covered by the θ field
on the phase diagram.

4.3.5. Non-stoichiometeric compounds 
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Congruent vs Incongruent
Congruent phase transformations: no compositional change associated 

with transformation

Incongruent phase transformation:
at least one phase will experience 
change in composition

Examples:

• Allotropic phase transformations
• Melting points of pure metals
• Congruent Melting Point

Examples:

• Melting in isomorphous alloys
• Eutectic reactions
• Pertectic Reactions
• Eutectoid reactions

Ni Ti

4.4 Congruent phase transformations
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4.4. Congruent transformations

Congruent transformation:
(a) and (b): a melting point minimum, a melting point maximum, and a 
critical temperature associated with a order-disorder transformation

(c) and (d): formation of an intermediate phase (next page)
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4.4. Congruent transformations

a. Formation of congruently-melting intermediate phase
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4.4. Congruent transformations

b. More usual type of congruently-melting intermediate phase

→ Partial phase diagram A-X and X-B

Microstructure of a cast Al-22% Si alloy 
showing polyhedra of primary Si in eutectic matrix

: Similar with eutectic alloy system/ primary β phase with    
well-formed crystal facets (does not form dendrite structure)

In many cases, X = normal valency compound such as Mg2Si, Mg2Sn, Mg2Pb 

or Laves phase, particularly stable compounds 
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b. More usual type of congruently-melting intermediate phase

Very little solubility of the 
components in the β phase
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4.4. Congruent transformations 

c. Relationship between phase diagrams 

containing congruent and incongruent intermediate phases
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MIDTERM:	?

Scopes:		Text	~	page	117/	Teaching	note	~10

QUIZs	and	Homeworks


